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WHO WE ARE

We are a commercially-minded, dynamic, people 
focused business. 

We are specialist HR consultants to fast moving 
and entrepreneurial businesses like yours.

Our aim is to build lasting and meaningful 
relationships with people who are passionate 
about their own businesses, by being dedicated to 
delivering people strategies that result in positive 
business outcomes.

Working across industries such as IT/
communications, fashion, property, finance, 
insurance, manufacturing, FMCG, not-for-profit, 
creative and retail, we provide our clients with the 
outsourced resources and up to date knowledge to 
ensure that their HR requirements are managed the 
way they want.

Led by Lisa Spiden, an HR creative with a proven 
record of creating competitive advantage 
and making people matter, supported by an 
experienced team of HR professionals, our 
knowledge, networks and commitment are at the 
total disposal of our clients.

 As an owner of multiple businesses 
fibreHR has become a critical part of my 

team in developing HR strategies, completing job 
descriptions, recruitment, staff management and 
planning.

fibreHR has ensured that as a business we provide 
sufficient focus to the management of our most 
important asset, Staff.

The team at fibreHR are different than most HR 
companies as they really listen to your needs and 
develop strategies to achieve the most from your 
Human Capital.

They are extremely focused on delivering the best 
outcome in the most efficient timeframe.

Leigh McConnon 
Director, Buyers Advocate
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WHO YOU ARE

A fast-growing, brand oriented business, who 
recognises that your people are your biggest asset.

You also recognise the benefit to your organisation 
by outsourcing to specialists, so that you can focus 
on your core business.

Every person, team and business is unique. That’s 
why we’ve moved from traditional HR methods to a 
flexible forward-thinking approach, that allows you 
to create the culture you want for your business.

First, we’ll find out who you are – your personality, 
skill-set, behaviours, beliefs and values. Then we’ll 
work together to design a people strategy and 
activities that best suits your business.

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

We focus our energies on businesses that value 
people enough to want to introduce processes 
and strategies that engage and get the most out 
of their people – at all stages of the employment 
cycle:

 — Complete HR Audit (People Healthcheck)

 — Recruitment, Onboarding and Induction

 — Managing Performance and Conduct

 — Remuneration

 — Retention and Engagement

 — Termination

 — Systems/Processes/Policies/Award Interpretation

 — Roster Optimisation

 — Workplace Investigations

 — Targeted Learning and Development Programs

 — Change Management

 — Organisation Design

 — Hybrid and remote working

 — Talent Management and Succession Planning

HR AUDIT (PEOPLE HEALTH CHECK)

The HR Audit assesses current HR processes and 
practices within your business. It allows you to 
have a clear understanding of your current HR 
strengths, opportunities and legal risks.

From this position, you can start to build and/or 
further develop solid HR practices and processes. 
The HR Audit will also identify any opportunities 
to achieve efficiencies and minimise wasted costs 
linked to poor people practices.

The audit will review all aspects of your business’ 
HR areas in detail, including:

 — Recruitment

 — Policies and Procedures

 — Processes and Record Keeping

 — Remuneration (and Award Conditions)

 — Retention

 — Rostering

 — Termination Processes

 — Other General Areas (OHS, Workers 
Compensation, Values & Behaviours, Training 
and Business Calendar)

 — Talent Management and Succession

 We have been working closely with 
fibreHR since March 2010.

From the outset we have found fibreHR’s experience 
and knowledge to be an invaluable addition to our 
business.

Our people are our strength and fibreHR helps 
us protect our investment by having sound HR 
processes and procedures in place.

Andy Woodhall 
Chief Operating Officer, Simoco Group
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RECRUITMENT

Our team is structured to think and operate as an 
in-house recruitment team. We not only take the 
time to understand each position in its entirety, but 
also the culture and team dynamic. When we place 
the right person within your business they bring 
all of the required skills and experience and are 
compatible with your company direction. All this is 
undertaken while keeping costs down.

To do this effectively we offer the following 
services:

 — Work with you to develop flexible recruitment 
strategies to suit your business needs

 — Source the best candidates through both 
advertised and search methodologies

 — Provide supporting tools and systems to ensure 
timely communication and candidate care

 — Recruitment training (and support) to managers

 — Set up in-house recruitment systems and tools

Our model is flexible and aims to get the best 
person for the role with minimum cost to the client. 
We charge our services hourly, not by percentage 
fees. In most cases we significantly reduce the 
recruitment cost.

 fibreHR have been a great partner for our 
business. The fibreHR team were committed 

to understanding our business and our needs 
and therefore their expertise has enhanced and 
complemented our internal capabilities.

Brad O’Connor 
Chief Executive Officer, Cogstate

ONBOARDING & INDUCTION

Studies show that up to 60% of staff chose 
whether they will stay or leave a business within 
the first month of employment*. It is therefore 
critical that you have well thought out and 
executed induction and onboarding process to give 
your new team member the best start possible.

A well-managed employee induction program can 
have many benefits for both employer and staff 
including:

 — Reducing the amount of time it takes new 
starters to be productive in their role

 — Helping increase business stability

 — Reducing staff turnover

 — Increasing retention and engagement levels of 
new starters

 — Increasing loyalty and discretionary effort

fibreHR can work with your business to develop a 
tailored induction & onboarding program to suit 
your unique needs.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE & CONDUCT

To ensure your business is successful, it is crucial 
to ensure your staff receive regular feedback on 
their performance. Whether it is performance 
management (regular feedback against set 
objectives) or performance improvement 
(addressing underperformance or conduct 
issues), fibreHR can provide the strategic support, 
coaching tools and legislative advice to make sure 
these processes achieve the best outcome.

We can offer a range of services in this area to 
suit the needs of your business and/or situation as 
follows:

Position description development

 — Development and implementation of Annual 
Performance Review programs

 — Training staff and managers on conducting 
effective performance feedback sessions

 — Advice and management of complex 
performance/conduct issues

 — Coaching and documentation on how to 
conduct effective disciplinary discussions

*Source: Aberdeen Group report
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REMUNERATION

Without a competitive pay structure and ability 
to effectively reward staff, businesses struggle 
to attract and retain top talent. Staff turnover 
is expensive, and with remuneration typically 
representing one of the largest investments you will 
make each year, it’s important to develop a tailored 
approach that works for your business and staff.

fibreHR uses quality data and market trends to 
provide the following services:

 — Remuneration benchmarking across all industry 
and employment levels

 — Annual remuneration review programs linked to 
performance review processes

 — Bonus and incentive program development

 — Review and advice on non-salary employment 
benefits

 — Award conditions guidance and advice

 — Superannuation guidance and advice

 — Remuneration documentation

WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS

Employers have a positive duty to take reasonable 
and proportionate measures to eliminate sex 
discrimination, sexual harassment, victimisation 
and hostile working environments as far as 
possible. 

fibreHR offer an independent timely and thorough 
investigation service with a range of different 
options to suit your business and/or situation:

 — Full investigation services from initial interviews 
to final full report

 — Consulting on specific cases

 — Training managers on how to conduct 
investigations internally

 — Creating preventative strategies

These offerings from fibreHR allow for effective 
decision making for your organisation in what can 
be a very difficult and sensitive area of the HR 
landscape.

 The team at fibreHR have been outstanding; 
their refreshing approach to recruitment 

is founded on service and honesty. Lisa’s industry 
knowledge and networks have helped our Club 
prosper.

Tim Juusti 
Finance Director, Royal South Yarra Lawn  
Tennis Club

ROSTER OPTIMISATION

Having worked with many retailers, fast food 
companies and other industries that roster staff, 
we are often asked how companies can make their 
rosters more efficient, obtain better coverage and 
minimise the costs.

fibreHR works with numerous businesses to 
optimise their rosters based on:

 — Individual business rules

 — The relevant Award or Enterprise Agreement 
terms and conditions

 — Desired goals/outcomes

fibreHR have been able to achieve significant cost 
savings, more efficient rosters and ensure roster 
compliance for the businesses that we work with.

 The time taken to understand the specifics 
of our business resulted in great results, in a 

very time effective and efficient manner.

Sam Cooper 
Managing Director, Buncorp

*Source: Aberdeen Group report
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RETENTION & ENGAGEMENT

When looking at the issue of retention and 
engagement you are probably asking yourself 
several questions:

 — What can we do to retain and develop our key 
talent?

 — How do we measure and improve engagement?

 — How can we best manage those people who 
have lost their drive or direction?

fibreHR can offer a range of different services and 
initiatives to meet your particular needs when it 
comes to addressing these concerns:

 — Engagement surveys and resulting action plans 
and implementation

 — 360 degree survey and other staff feedback 
initiatives

 — Development and introduction of work/life 
balance and health & wellbeing initiatives

 — Remuneration reviews linked to performance

 — Creation and implementation of learning and 
development frameworks

 — Reward, recognition and service award 
programs

 — Hybrid and flexible working strategy and 
policies

TERMINATION

Termination can be complicated. If it is time for 
one of your staff to leave (voluntarily or company 
initiated) it is a good idea to seek advice before 
you initiate a termination process. There are a 
number of situations where termination can occur, 
and each situation must be handled carefully 
to ensure compliance with Australia’s complex 
employment laws.

fibreHR can provide you with comprehensive and 
commercial step-bystep advice regarding any or all 
of the following termination situations:

 — Procedurally Fair Termination for Poor 
Performance

 — Redundancy/Restructure

 — Summary Dismissal

 — Abandonment of Employment

Additionally, fibreHR can also assist you in the 
development of termination documentation and 
tools to assist you at any stage in the process and 
represent you at mediation.

Remember, failing to comply can leave your 
business at risk of legal action by terminated staff, 
along with financial penalties.

 fibreHR have supported us through a 
range of people related projects and 

processes across our business. We can rely on 
fibreHR to provide consistent, knowledgeable and 
commercial advice and partner with us to get the 
best outcomes for our team and business.

Pete Gatt 
Partner, Servian

SYSTEMS, PROCESSES & POLICIES

It is critical to have effective and relevant HR 
systems and processes to ensure your business 
is maximising the productivity of your staff and 
minimising legal risks. fibreHR provide support 
developing, rolling out and managing systems  
and processes for our clients including, but not 
limited to:

 — Position descriptions

 — Contracts (staff and contractors)

 — HR policy manuals

 — Training (both systems, content and execution 
of training)

 — Change of employment documentation

 — OHS documentation and training

 — Worker’s Compensation processes, systems and 
management

 — Transfer/sale of business advice

 — Departure processes

 — Parental leave documentation and process

 — Payroll implementation
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

To ensure you have the highest skilled and 
engaged workforce it is important to provide 
learning and development for your staff. fibreHR 
can assist with:

 — Staff Development plans

 — Succession Plans

 — Compliance training for managers

 — Leadership development program

 — Team Building activities

 — Targeted, modular training workshops

 — Work Health &Saftey

 — Sexual Harassment & Bullying

 — Hybrid & Flexible working

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

A successful business will continuously change 
and evolve to meet the needs of their clients. 
It is imperative that change is managed well to 
ensure engagement and productivity of staff is 
not negatively impacted. fibreHR can assist with 
change management needs including:

 — Organisation Design

 — Restructure Advice

 — Change & Communication planning & 
Implementation

 — Process Mapping

 — Manager preparedness & documentation & 
costing

 — Reassessment program post change

 fibreHR completely gets what we need. 
Working with fibreHR is the ability to have  

an HR specialist who knows our business.

Health insurance client

WHY OUTSOURCE?

Outsourcing allows you to focus on your core 
business, while we take care of the people 
practices. The potential of your people and their 
impact on your business is enormous. fibreHR work 
from the inside to go beyond strategy to inspire 
your team to be the best they can be.

As specialist HR consultants to the creative, fast 
moving business sector, we build lasting and 
meaningful relationships with the people who 
shape it.

Every person, team and business is unique. That’s 
why we’ve moved from traditional HR methods to a 
flexible forward-thinking approach that allows you 
to create the culture you want for your business.
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